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ABSTRACT
We present a Lyusternik-Schnirelman approach for flows which generalizes the classical result
concerning the number of critical points for a differentiable function on a compact manifold. This
method can also be extended to special gradient-like flows on non-compact manifolds. Our main goal
is the application to the existence and multiplicity of critical points for certain strongly indefinite
functions of the form / : M x E—* R, where M is a compact manifold and £ is a Hilbert space. The
case M = J" of the n -dimensional torus arises in the study of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian
systems which are global perturbations of completely integrable systems. For a large class of
Hamiltonian systems on T*J" we prove the existence of at least n +1 forced oscillations in every
homotopy class of loops in T*Jn. Moreover, there exist at least n + 1 periodic solutions having an
arbitrarily prescribed rational rotation vector.
1. Lyusternik-Schnirelman theory for flows
The idea of generalizing Lyusternik-Schnirelman theory to topological flows
goes back to C. Conley and E. Zehnder. In [6,8] this concept is developed and
successfully applied to various problems concerning the existence of periodic
solutions of Hamiltonian systems. Further applications of this method to related
problems can be found in the papers of A. Floer [10,11], J.-C. Sikorav [33], and
C. Gole [17,18]. In the first part of this paper we describe a new approach to
Lyusternik-Schnirelman theory for flows, which differs from that of Conley and
Zehnder by the use of the geometrical Lyusternik-Schnirelman category instead
of the cohomological category. The second part contains an application to the
existence of periodic orbits for Hamiltonian systems on TP'xlR'', assuming
hypotheses on the Hamiltonian which are not suited for the direct use of the
cohomological category.
We begin by recalling the following definitions and notation.
DEFINITION 1. Let M be a topological space.
(i) For a non-empty subset A a M the Lyusternik-Schnirelman category of A
in M is defined by
catM(y4) := inf{k e N\ there exist closed subsets Alt ..., Ak,
Aj contractible in M, such that AczAx\J ...UAk}.
If no such integer k exists, we define cdXM{A) :=°°. Moreover, catM(0):=O. In
particular, we denote the category of M by cat(M) : = catM(M).
(ii) The cuplength of M is defined by
cuplength(M) := sup{/c e N| there exist cohomology classes a)x,..., a)k,
o)j e Hq>(M) with q^l, such that w 1 U . . . U w ^ 0 } .
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If no such classes exist, we define cuplength(Af) := 0. We shall call the number
l(M) := cuplength(Af) + 1
the cohomological category of M.
Throughout this work M will be a Hausdorff space, and H*{M) := H*(M ;R)
denotes either the Alexander cohomology or the singular cohomology of M with
coefficients in some principal ideal domain R.
Between cat(Af) and l(M) there holds the well-known relation cat(A/) 2=/(A/);
see, for example, [32]. For convenience, some more properties of cat are
collected in the appendix. It is crucial for our purposes that catM satisfies the
continuity property, that is, every non-empty A c M possesses a neighbourhood
N in M such that catM(N) = catM(A). This is guaranteed if the space M is an
absolute neighbourhood retract; see for example, [9].
Recall that a topological space M is called an absolute neighbourhood retract
(ANR) if the following condition holds true: given any normal or metric space X,
a closed subset A c= A'and a continuous map/: A—>M, then /can be extended to
a continuous function defined on some neighbourhood of A in X.
Occasionally we distinguish between an ANR(normal) and an ANR(metric),
according to whether A" is a normal or a metric space in the above condition. For
example, every compact manifold is an ANR(normal), see [20], and every
metric manifold is an ANR(metric), see [9].
We also recall the definition of a Morse decomposition. Consider a compact
space M together with a continuous flow M x R-+M. A Morse decomposition of
M with respect to this flow is a finite collection of disjoint compact invariant
subsets Mu...,Mk, which can be ordered, say (A/,, ..., Mk), such that the
following condition is satisfied: for every x e M\{M}U... U Mk) there exist
indices 1 =s /</=£& such that
a>+{x)(^Mi and a>~(x)c: Mp
where ^(x) denote the positive and the negative limit set of x respectively. Then
the ordering (A/,, ..., Mk) is called an admissible ordering of the Morse
decomposition.
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact ANR. If there exists a continuous flow on M
which admits a Morse decomposition (A/,, ..., Mk) of M, then
k
cat(M) =£ 2 catM(M,).
y=i
In particular, if M is pathwise connected and if the flow is gradient-like, then there
exist at least cat(A/) rest points.
Recall that a flow is said to be gradient-like if there exists a continuous function
/ : M—>M which is strictly decreasing along non-constant trajectories.
The result corresponding to Theorem 1 for the cohomological category is due
to C. Conley and E. Zehnder; see [6, Theorem 5]. They showed that
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where /(•) is defined for Alexander cohomology with real coefficients. The use of
Alexander cohomology guarantees that /(•) possesses the continuity property,
similar to catM in Theorem 1. However, the space M is not required to be an
ANR. So the cohomological category can be applied for more general spaces,
while the geometrical category gives possibly stronger estimates in the case that
M is an ANR.
In particular, let M be a compact connected differentiate manifold without
boundary. We can assume that M is smooth, since every Cr-manifold with r 5= 1
can be equipped with a compatible C°°-differentiable structure; see for example,
[21]. Moreover, M can be endowed with a Riemannian structure; see for
example, [26]. By a theorem of Lyusternik and Schnirelman, a C^-function
/ : M-^U has at least cat(M) critical points. This result is also a consequence of
Theorem 1. Note that if/possesses infinitely many critical values, then there exist
correspondingly infinitely many distinct critical points. So we only have to
consider the case that/has at most finitely many critical values, say cx <... <cm.
By Kjcz M, for y = 1, ..., m, we denote the critical set at the level c,. In view of
the Riemannian structure, the gradient vector field V/ is defined on M. Suppose
first that the vector field — V/generates a flow. Then (Kl} ..., Km) is an admissibly
ordered Morse decomposition of M with respect to the flow of —V/, and
consequently / has at least cat(M) critical points by Theorem 1. However, a
gradient flow for a C1-function in general does not exist, and therefore we have to
make use of the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary, and
let f e Cl(M, U) have at most finitely many critical values c, < ... <cm. Then there
exists a Lipschitz-continuous vector field V on M such that the following hold.
(i) The map f is strictly decreasing along non-constant orbits of the flow of —V.
(ii) For j = 1, ..., m, let Kf\= {x e M\ f(x) = cjy V/(JC) = 0} denote the critical
set of f at the level cr Then there exists a Morse decomposition (Af,, ..., Mm) of M
with respect to the flow of —V such that
catM(My) = catM(Kj) for j = 1, ..., m.
Moreover, if 6 > 0 is given, then V can be chosen such that for j = 1, ..., m, the
Morse set M} is contained in the 6-neighbourhood N6(Kj) of Kj.
Clearly, we then have cat(M) =£ Eyw=i catM(My) = £,m=i catM(/Cy), and hence the
critical set of /contains at least cat(M) points if M is connected.
The proof of Theorem 2 will use a suitable modification of the so-called pseudo
gradient vector fields introduced by R. Palais [28]. To be more precise we
introduce the following definition.
DEFINITION 2. Let (M, (•, -)x) be a Riemannian manifold, and let fe
C\M, U). A Lipschitz-continuous vector field V on M will be called a
gradient-like vector field for/if V satisfies:
(1) ll^(Jc)||^2||V/(x)||jr forallxeM,
(2) (V(x),Vf(x))x>0 ifV(x)*0.
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Moreover, if K denotes the critical set of / , then we say that the gradient-like
vector field V for/is a d-pseudo gradient vector field for/if, in addition,
(3) {V{x),Vf{x))x^\\Vf(x)\\2x for xeM\N6(K).
Here \\v\\x = V(u, v)x denotes the norm on TXM derived from the Riemannian
metric.
If V is a gradient-like vector field for / , then / is strictly decreasing along
non-constant orbits of the flow of — V, and the critical points of/are rest points
of this flow. Also note that a 6-pseudo gradient vector field for / is a pseudo
gradient field in the sense of Palais on M\N6(K).
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 we shall construct for every given d > 0 a
corresponding <5-pseudo gradient vector field for /.
In contrast to the compact case, the set of rest points for a continuous flow on a
non-compact space might be empty. However, we point out the following result
for a non-compact space M, which is important for our application to Hamil-
tonian systems below.
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be an ANR together with a continuous flow M x R - > M .
Suppose there exists a compact invariant subset S c M which admits a Morse
decomposition (Su ..., Sk). Then
If M is pathwise connected and if the flow is gradient-like, then there exist at least
catM(S) rest points in S.
Of course, this result does not give the existence of a single rest point unless
more information about catM(5) is available. In order to relate the quantity
catM(5) to global topological invariants of the space M, some additional structure
has to be imposed. The subsequent application may serve as an example where
the compact invariant set 5 admits a special isolating neighbourhood.
In the study of gradient-like flows on a not locally compact space M this
strategy cannot be applied. However, it is still possible to obtain results for
special gradient-like flows on not locally compact manifolds. For the sake of
simplicity, in the subsequent considerations we restrict ourselves to the case of
manifolds modelled over a separable Hilbert space.
Let M be a Hilbert manifold, and let/ e C\M, U) be a function which satisfies
the Palais-Smale compactness condition (PS). Recall that/ is said to satisfy (PS)
if the following condition holds true: if (xk)k is a sequence in M such that/(jt*) is
bounded and Vf(xk)—>0 as k—»°°, then (xk)k possesses a convergent
subsequence.
If in addition the set of critical values of / i s finite, then for every 8 > 0 there
always exists a <5-pseudo gradient vector field for /. Up to some obvious
modifications, this follows from the proof of Theorem 2.
Corresponding to Proposition 1 we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Let M be a smooth Hilbert manifold without boundary, and
assume f e C\M, U) satisfies (PS). Suppose that fhas at most finitely many critical
values c, < ...<cm, corresponding to the critical sets Ku ..., Km. Let V be a
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6-pseudo gradient vector field for f, where 6 is chosen such that catM{Kj) =
catM(N6(Kj)) for j = 1, ..., m. Denoting by (x, t)^>x • t the maximal local flow of
— V, we define the positively invariant set
S+ := \x e M\ inf/(x • t) > -oo).
Then
Note that the definition of S+ is acceptable, even if the flow of —V is not
globally defined on MxU. Clearly, a corresponding result holds true for the
negatively invariant set S~ consisting of those trajectories along which / remains
bounded from above under the backward flow.
The statement of Theorem 3 is related to a result due to G. Fournier and M.
Willem. In [15,16] they introduced a relative Lyusternik-Schnirelman category
as follows. The relative category catM(A, B) of a non-empty subset A a M in M
relative to B c M i s defined to be the least integer k such that there exist k + 1
closed subsets Ao, Ax, ..., Ak <= M, satisfying:
(a) i4cj40Ui4,U... UAk,
(b) Ax, ..., Ak are contractible in M,
(c) B D AQ is a strong deformation retract of Ao.
Denoting by Ma := {JC e M\ f(x) ^a} the sub-level set of a e U, we formulate the
following consequence of Theorem 3.
THEOREM 4. Let f e Cl(M, U) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3. Consider
—oo s= a < b =s +00, and assume that a, b are no critical values of f. Define
St := {x e S+\ f{x • t)>a for all t&O}.
Then we have
In particular, if M is connected then there exist at least catM(Mb, Ma) critical points
in Mb\Ma.
A corollary of Theorem 4 is the following general saddle point theorem,
involving a linking.
THEOREM 5. Let f e Cl{M, R) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3. Assume
that Q <= M is an embedded compact manifold with relative boundary dQ, such
that dQ c Ma for some regular value a eU, and moreover assume that dQ is a
strong deformation retract of Ma. Suppose there exists a closed subset B czM such
that
(i) inf{/(jc)| xeB}>a,
(ii) B and dQ link, that is, B C\(Q • t)*0 for all t ^  0.
Then
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In particular, if M is connected then there exist at least catM(Q, dQ) critical points
of f on some level greater than a.
Of course, more general cases can be included by the use of a modified relative
category. For instance, instead of (c) it is possible to require the condition
(c') B fl A() is a retract of Ao.
2. Periodic orbits for Hamiltonian systems on T" x U"
We consider a Hamiltonian equation which depends on time /,
(4) z=JVH{z,t), zeU2n,teU,
where J is the skew-symmetric matrix
(5) J
with / being the identity on IR". We shall assume that H depends periodically on
the time t with period 1. Writing z = (x, y) eU" xU", we shall moreover
assume that H is periodic with respect to x e U":
(6) H(x+j,y,t) = H(x,y,t) = H(x,y,t+\) for all y e Z".
Therefore the Hamiltonian vector field can be considered as a periodically
time-dependent vector field on the phase space T" x IR", where T" = IR"/Z"
denotes the n-dimensional flat torus.
Given aeU" one can ask for solutions z(t) = (x(t), y(t))eR" xU" of (4)
which satisfy
lim — = a.
ifi-»°° t
In this case the solution z(t) is said to have the rotation vector a. If in addition we
assume this solution to be periodic with integer period p, requiring
x(t + p) = x(t)+j and y(t+p) = y(t)
for some y e IP, it follows that ap = j and
(7) x(t) = at + £(t) with !(*+/>) = 1(0.
DEFINITION 3. If; = (/,, ...Jn)eZ", and if peN such that; , , . . . , /„, and/? are
relatively prime, then we call a solution z(t) = (x(t), y(t)) a jlp-solution if JC(O is
of the form (7) with a=j/p.
Observe that a ///7-solution considered in the universal cover U" x W of the
phase space T" x IR" is not periodic unless y = 0. Its projection to T" x Un is
always periodic, and solutions having the same period but different rotation
vectors belong to different homotopy classes of loops in T" x IR". Recall that
JTX(J" xU") = JZi(J") = ln. Therefore a//^-solution belongs to the homotopy
class characterized by the integer vector y.
The assumption on j and p to be relatively prime implies that a y/p-solution has
p as its minimal period. In particular, a y/p-solution with p > 1 is not the iterate
of a 1-solution.
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In order to prove the existence of ///^-solutions for all j e IP and p e N we
formulate some assumptions on the Hamiltonian H. We shall assume the vector
field (4) to be asymptotically linear with respect to y, requiring that
^(8) \dyH(x,y,t)-A(t)y\^O and ^ \dxH(x, y, 0|->0
as ly l^ 0 0 uniformly in x and t, where A(t) is a symmetric matrix, depending
continuously and periodically on t:
(9) A(t) = A(t + 1) e £(Un).
We state our main result, which generalizes Theorem 3 in [6]:
THEOREM 6. Assume H e C1 satisfies (6) and (8), and assume that moreover
(10) detff
Then for every given j e IP and p eN relatively prime we have
#{jlp-solutions) 5= n + 1.
In particular, there exist at least n + 1 periodic solutions with period 1 in every
homotopy class of loops onJ"xU".
Here n + 1 stands for /(¥") := cuplength(T") + 1. The non-resonance condition
(10) is crucial for the existence proof, and as a side remark we observe that it
cannot be omitted, as the following example shows. For H(x, y, t) = {{A{t)y, y)
the Hamiltonian equations are
x=A(t)y and y = 0,
so that the solutions are of the form (x(t), y(t)) = (x(t), y(0)). If we have a
/-solution, that is, p = 1, then x(t) = jt -I- §(/) with §(f + 1) = §(f), a nd integrating
the identity j + |(/) = ,4(f).y(0) from t = 0 to t = 1 we arrive at
Consequently j has to be contained in the range of Jo A(t) dt.
The existence statements so far can be viewed as generalizations of the
Poincare-Birkhoff fixed point theorem. This theorem states that an area-
preserving homeomorphism of an annulus A = S1 x [a, b] rotating the boundaries
§' x {a} and § l x {b} in opposite directions, possesses at least 2 =
cuplength(S1) + 1 fixed points in the interior. Moreover, it possesses infinitely
many periodic orbits; namely for every; and p relatively prime it has a periodic
orbit of period p. In our case there are no boundary conditions. Instead the
system is assumed to be asymptotically linear and the condition (10) plays the role
of the twist condition in the Poincar6-Birkhoff theorem.
We point out the relation of Theorem 6 to the corresponding result of C. Gol6
for periodic orbits of monotone symplectomorphisms of T" x U"; see [17,18]. In
contrast to our situation, where only asymptotic conditions are imposed, the
existence of a global generating function is assumed in [17]. Gol6 establishes the
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existence of j/p-solutions for periodically time-dependent Hamiltonians H e C2,
satisfying
for some constant a >0, where A e ^(IR") is a symmetric matrix with det/1 =£0,
and where c e U" is a constant vector. In addition, H is assumed to satisfy the
interior condition
d2H
d e t — J ( J C , _y, 0 = ^ 0 for all (x , y , t)eJnxU"x U,
dy
which generalizes the monotone twist condition.
By the use of Conley-Zehnder Morse theory, the number of periodic orbits
can be estimated by the sum of Betti numbers of T", provided the orbits are
non-degenerate. This is carried out for our case in [25] under suitably stronger
hypotheses on the Hamiltonian H, and the assumptions that H eC2 and the
norm of the Hessian of H has at most polynomial growth with respect to y.
Observe that Theorem 6 includes the case of the special Hamiltonian function
H(x,y,t) = i\y\2+V(x,t)
with V depending periodically on x and t. If V € C1 then H satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 1 with A = idRn. An example is the multiple pendulum;
see, for example, a paper by K. C. Chang, Y. Long and E. Zehnder [3].
In the case that / = 0 and V is independent of time t, the contractible periodic
orbits guaranteed by Theorem 1 are of oscillatory type, but may coincide with the
n +1 critical points of the periodic potential V(x). If j e Z"\{0} then the
yVp-orbits given by Theorem 1 are of rotational type. There are infinitely many of
them.
It follows immediately from our proofs that the assertion of Theorem 6 also
holds true for non-exact Hamiltonian systems of the form
(11) z=J[VH(z,t)+f(t)]
for a continuous 1-periodic map f(t) = (fl(t),f2(t))eUnxW which satisfies
As a consequence of Theorem 6 we point out the following extension of the
global Birkhoff-Lewis theorem in [6].
THEOREM 7. Assume that H eC1 satisfies the assumption (6), and let A{t) satisfy
(9) and (10). Moreover assume that there exists R>0 such that
H{x, y, t) = i(A(t)y, y) + (b(t), y) if \y\ > R,
where b: U—>U" is a continuous periodic mapping with b(t) = b{t + 1). We
introduce the following notation for the mean values:
[A]:=\ A(t) dt e <e(Un), [b]:=\ b(t) dt e U".
JQ JO
Then for every j e I" and p e N relatively prime, which satisfy
(12) \Jlp-[b]\<RI\[AY\
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there exist at least n + 1 periodic solutions of period p having rotation vector j/p
which are contained in T" x DR, where DR:= {y eU"\ \y\<R} is the disc of
radius R.
The proof of Theorem 7 is readily derived from Theorem 6: consider the orbit
z(0 = (x(t), y(t)) e U" x U" of the Hamiltonian flow starting at (x0, y0) with
\yo\ 2* R. Integrating the Hamiltonian equation we obtain
y(t) = y0> x(t) = xQ+( A(s)ds+ \ b(s)ds.
Jo Jo
Thus 2(0 corresponds to a p-periodic solution on T" x W with rotation vector j/p
if
j = x(p)-x(0)= [PA(t)dtyo+ [Pb(t)dt=p[A]yo
Jo Jo
whence
Consequently, for every / e Zn and p e N relatively prime which satisfy (12), the
periodic orbits having rotation vector j/p have to be contained in J" x DR, and
there exist at least n + 1 of them by Theorem 6.
The proof of Theorem 6 is organized as follows. In § 6 we describe the
variational formulation for the problem. For fixed peN, the claimed j/p-
solutions are characterized as the critical points of the action functional <!? of the
form
®(u) = \{Tu, u) - q)(u) + (v, u),
defined on a suitable Hilbert space of loops u: U/pZ-+ U2". Here T is a bounded
Fredholm operator of index 0, and dim ker(T) = n. The non-linearity (p and the
linear part (v, •) depend on the particular integer vector ;.
The action functional is invariant under a free Z"-action on ker(T), such that
modZ" we have 4>: ker^)-" x T"-»IR.
In § 7 we introduce a Galerkin approximation by finite-dimensional subspaces
of ker(7)x, and the gradient of 4> is shown to be A-proper with respect to this
projection scheme. This replaces the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction in [6].
Section 8 contains a priori bounds for the critical points of the action functional
<I> and of the approximating functions ®k, respectively. In case that <E>* generates
a gradient flow, this allows us to define an isolating block for the invariant set of
bounded trajectories. The existence of at least n + 1 critical points of O is proved
in § 9, assuming first that there exists a gradient flow for ®k. At the end of § 9 we
show that for sufficiently large k there always exists a Lipschitz-continuous
gradient-like vector field for &k, admitting an isolating block, which can take the
part of the gradient field in the preceding existence proof.
Related results for Hamiltonian systems on T" x R" concerning the existence of
contractible periodic solutions have also been obtained by K. C. Chang [2] and
by G. Fournier and M. Willem [16]. In particular, as in [6], a Lyapunov-Schmidt
reduction is used, which requires that the Hamiltonian H is in C2 and the norm of
its Hessian is bounded. Also for the case of contractible periodic solutions, we
point out the results obtained by J. Q. Liu [27], by A. Szulkin [34], and by P. L.
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Felmer [13], where minimax methods for critical values have been used. See also
P. Rabinowitz [29] for the case of Lagrangian systems. We also mention the work
of W. Chen [4], who considers the case of small perturbations of completely
integrable Hamiltonian systems.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
Let M satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1, and assume that (A/,, ..., Mk) is an
admissible ordering of the Morse decomposition. We shall assume that A / , ^ 0
for j = 1, ..., k. For 1 «£/=*/< A: we define
MtJ := {x G M\ co+(x) U a)-(x) c A/, U ... U Mj}.
Note in particular that we have A/yy- = Mj for j = 1, ..., k, and A/, k = M. Assume
that &2=2, and let 1=?/<k be fixed. Then (A/u , Ml+X k) is also an admissibly
ordered Morse decomposition of M.
We claim that catM(M)^catM(Mu) + catAy(A//+1Jt). Observe that (A/,, ..., M,)
is a Morse decomposition of A/ u and (Af/+1,..., Mk) is a Morse decomposition of
A//+1 k. Unless A/|; is not equal to one of the given Morse sets Mp we can define a
Morse decomposition (A/,r, Mr+xJ) of A/,; for some / < / ' < j just as before, and
the above argument applied to Af,y gives catM(M/y) =^catM(M;,) + cat/W(M,+,y).
This procedure can be repeated until the required decomposition is reached, and
this finally proves that catM(A/) =^  catM(A/,) + ... + catM(Mk).
In order to prove the above claim it remains to consider the case of a Morse
decomposition (Mit M2) of M consisting of two components. By the continuity
property of catM we can find neighbourhoods N, of A/,, with / = 1, 2, such that
catM(A/;) = catM(A/,). We denote the flow M x U^> M by (x, t)^>x • t. Using the
flow we define
t(x) := inf{r e U
 + \ x • s e N2 for all s ^ t}.
Note that 0 *£ t(x) < +°° for x e Af\N,. Moreover we set
T := sup{t(x)\ x e A/W,}.
It follows that r < +°°, since otherwise we could find a sequence xn e A/\N, such
that t{xn)—»+oo monotonically as AZ—»oo. i n view of the compactness of M this
sequence contains a convergent subsequence xn —*x e M\N]7 and consequently
sup{t(xn )| y e M} ^  / ( i) < oo5 which gives a contradiction.
Therefore we conclude that M a N2- (—t)U N, for f5=r. We set m,: =
catM(A/,) = catM(A^), for i = l,2. Consequently there exist subsets B\, ..., Blmi,
B\, ..., B2m^ of M such that each B) is closed and contractible in M, and N,• =
B\ U ... U B'mr For t^z it follows that
U ; U / ( 0
Since the flow is a family of homeomorphisms of M, each of the sets Bj • (—t) is
closed and contractible in M. Thus M can be covered by mx+m2 closed
contractible subsets, and hence cat(A/)^m, + m2, which proves our claim.
Assume now that M is arcwise connected and that the flow is gradient-like. Let
f e C(M, U) be a function which is strictly decreasing along non-constant orbits.
Observe that for a gradient-like flow on a compact space the set of rest points
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consists precisely of the positive and the negative limit sets o)+(x), co~(x) for
x € M. A value c ef(M) is called critical if there exists x e M such that f(x - t) = c
for all f e R. Since / is gradient-like, it follows that x = x • t for all t.
If / has infinitely many critical values then there also exist infinitely many rest
points of the flow. If there are only finitely many critical values c, < . . . < ck, then
the critical sets Mj,:= {x e M\ f(x • t) = cy} constitute a Morse decomposition of
M. Consequently Mj=£0, and hence catM(Afy) 5= 1. If catM(My) = 1 for j =
1, ..., k, we conclude that k 3=cat(M). If catM(A/y) > 1 for at least one /, then My
already contains infinitely many points since M is arcwise connected. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The proof of Proposition 1 is based on precisely the same arguments, and is
therefore omitted.
4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let (M, (-, •),) be a compact Riemannian manifold. Suppose/ e Cl(M, R) has
only finitely many critical values c, < . . . < c m , and denote by Kj the critical set at
the level cy. We shall abbreviate K := Kx U ... U Km. In the following, N6(Kt) =
{x e MI dist(jc, Kj) ^6} denotes the closed ^-neighbourhood of Kj in M.
Choose e >0 such that c)•, + e <cy+i — e for j = 1, ..., m — 1. Hence we can find
8 > 0 satisfying |/(JC) — cy| < e if x e N6(Kj). This assumption implies, in particu-
lar, that the sets N6(Kj) are mutually disjoint.
Moreover, by the continuity property of catM we can assume that 6 is chosen
such that catM(N6(Kj)) = catM(Kj) for j = 1, ..., m. In view of the compactness of
M there exists a positive constant /S e R, depending on 6, such that IIV/^)!^ s= /3
for all x e M\N6/4(K).
Now fix e > 0 such that e =s min{e, ifid}. According to this choice of e we find
some positive <50 = <5o(e) ^ <5 such that \f(x) - cy| < e if JC 6 N6()(Kj).
For each jc o eM, let B(x0, rXi) = {x e M\ dist(x, JC0) < rX{)] denote the open
r^-ball centred at x0, where the radius rXn is sufficiently small such that B(x0, rXi) is
contained in the domain of normal coordinates at x(). Then on B(x0, rXl) there
exists a canonical smooth vector field VX{(x)eTxM satisfying Vrn(*o) = V/(JC0),
defined simply by the parallel translation of the Levi-Civita connection along
geodesic arcs. The following two conditions are needed to guarantee that the
vector field we are going to define is sufficiently close to the gradient field for our
purposes:
(i) there exists rx\? =s rXn such that
||x if x e B(x0, r<;>);
(ii) if V/(JC0) ^ 0 then there exists r™ ^ rXo such that
< JVX0(x), Vf(x))x > \\Vf(x)\\2x if x € B(x0, rg>),
and if V/(x0) = 0, we set rg> := rXn.
Now we define QXn:= min{\60, rx\}, rx^} for xoeM. The collection of open
balls {B(x, gx)\ x e M} covers M, and in view of the compactness of M we can
choose a finite subcover {B(xh gx)\ i e I}. Let {t/;,| 1 e 1} be a Lipschitz-continuous
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partition of the unity subordinated to this subcover, such that, in particular,
ipi(x) =£0 for x e B{xh gx.). Following R. Palais [28], we can do this by setting
:= inf{dist(x'f x) | x' $ B(xh gXi)}
and
ye /
Then we define the Lipschitz-continuous vector field V on M by
iel
It follows immediately from our definitions that
|L for all A*.
By (x, t)*-+x • t we denote the flow of —V. Note t h a t / i s strictly decreasing along
non-constant orbits. To see this, consider xeM such that K(jc):?fcO. Set
Ix:= {iel\ xe B{xh gx), V/(JC,) # 0}. Then V(x) =t 0 implies / , =* 0 , and we find
that
d_
It
f{x • 0 = -
' = 0
, \VXl{x))
Hence V is a gradient-like vector field for / . In particular, V is a ^<50-pseudo-
gradient vector field for/, since
(V(x), V/(JC))X > ||V/(x)||J if dist(x, K) > \60.
Therefore the positive and the negative limits ^(x) for every x e M have to be
contained in Ndn/4(K). Now we define for j = 1, ..., m, the invariant subsets
Mj :={xeM\ a>+(x) U to'(x) c N^Kj)}.
In particular, K, <= My, and hence catM(£,-) ^ catM(A/y). Observe that JC e A/y
implies \f(x • t) - cy| < e for all f e R . Consequently, {Mx, ..., Mm) is an
admissibly ordered Morse decomposition of M.
In order to show that catM(Mj)^catM(Kj), we claim that MJCN6(KJ).
Therefore consider x e M\N6(Kj) such that |/(JC) - cy| < e. We are going to show
that f(x • t)^Cj- e for some sufficiently large t > 0, which proves that x $ Mj.
Assume that the positive half-orbit of JC enters N6/4(Kj) => N6l)/4(Kj). Conse-
quently there exists r > 0 such that
x-TeN6a(Kj) and x • [0, r] nN6/4(K) = 0.
Then we have
ds
l dist(jc, x • T) ^  \d.
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Therefore we conclude that
f{x • T) =f(x) - f <V/(* • s), V(x • s))x.s ds
\\mx-s)\\x.,ds
In view of the above choice of e ^ ^ d , it follows that f(x • r)=Scy-£. This
proves the claim, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
5. Proof of Theorem 3
We have already pointed out that under the assumptions of Theorem 3 a
6-pseudo gradient vector field V for / always exists. The flow of V is in general
not defined globally on M xM, and, in order to avoid the difficulties arising from
this fact, it is convenient to choose a suitable normalization of V as follows. Let
jtt: R
 + —»(0, 1] be a smooth function such that ju(s) = 1 if 0^5=^1, such that
Sjii(s) is non-decreasing for all s 5* 0, and such that s[i(s) = 2 if s 5= 2. Then we
define
The orbits of the vector field Vh are thus geometrically the same as the orbits of
V, but have a different parametrization. Since V^  is uniformly bounded, the
corresponding flow is defined on M x U.
(a) If q is one of the critical values of / , then consider the interval
(cj — e, Cj +1) , which can be assumed to obtain no critical values other than cr
Since / satisfies (PS), the critical set K} is compact.
We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2. Choose 6 > 0 such that
catM(N6(Kj)) = catM(Kj). Again by (PS), it follows that there exists 0>O such
that ||V/(JC)|U ^ P for all those JC e M\N6/4(Kj) which satisfy |/(x) - c-\ < I. Now
fix £ > 0 such that £<min{f, |)3<5}. Then we choose 0 < 6 o ^ 6 such that
y 0 y
Now let V be a ^60-pseudo gradient vector field for / constructed as in the
proof of Theorem 3, and let VM be a normalization as described above.
Let (x,t)*-J>xt denote the flow of -V^. Consider xeM\Ns(Kj) such that
\f(x) - Cj\ =£ e. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we conclude that the orbit of x cannot
enter N6/4(Kj) in a positive direction without before having passed the level c,•- e.
Hence for every such x there exists a unique time T* s* 0 such that/(* • r^) = c, - e.
Now observe that there exists a constant ^0 > 0 such that || V^JC)!! s* fiQ for all those
x e M\N8/4(Kj) which satisfy \f{x) — Cj\ *£ e. Otherwise we could find a sequence JC,
with ||V,,(*.-)IU->0» w h i c h implies that ||V(x()IU->0 and hence ||V/(JC,)|U.-»• 0, in
contradiction to ||V/(;»:,)H .^2= /S >0 for all i. Consequently,
fix • TX+) *£/(*) - \ fX WV^x • s)|U l|V/(x • s)|U ds ^ ct + e - i
z Jo
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Therefore we conclude that r* = 4^e/|Uoj3 = : T+, and hence
([Mc'+E\Nd(Kj)] D S+) • T + c Mc>-£ H S
It follows that
+ +
 ^ n S+) +
(b) Assume now that the interval (a, b) does not contain a critical value of/.
Then we find that catM(5+ D Mb) = catM(5+ n Ma), as a trivial case of (a).
Suppose a<\nfxeSf(x)^supxsSf(x)<b. Combining the steps (a) and (b), we
obtain
m
catM(5+) = catM(Mb n 5+) ^  catM(M° n S+) + £ catM(Ky)
7 = 1
= 2 cat*, (*,-).
y=i
The proof of the inequality in Theorem 4 follows immediately from the
definition of the relative category by the use of Wazewski's principle, which
implies that Ma is a strong deformation retract of Mh\S*. For a proof of
Wazewski's principle we refer to Conley [5, p. 24ff].
The number of critical points in Mb\Ma can be estimated from below in a way
similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Under the assumption of there being at most
finitely many critical levels cx <... <cm of/in the interval {a, b), we obtain
m
catM(5a+ n Mb) ^  2 cat*(Ky n Mb).
7 = 1
For the proof of Theorem 5 we observe that the linking condition B DQ • t=fc0
implies that Q has a non-empty intersection with 5^. In view of the compactness
of Q we can find a neighbourhood /V of Q D S* in M such that catM(/V) =
catM(£) D S2), and such that N c Mb\Ma. Consequently, Q\N can be retracted to
M" by Wazewski's principle, and Ma can be retracted to dQ by assumption. In
view of the definition of the relative category the assertion of Theorem 5 follows.
6. The variational setup for Theorem 6
By S' = R/Z we denote the circle. Consider the Hilbert space L2(§\ U2")
together with the inner product
{z,w)2:=\\z{t),w{t))dt,
where (•, •) is the Euclidean scalar product in U2". The corresponding L2-norm
will be denoted by ||z||2 = V(z, z)2.
If {et\ i = 1, ..., 2n} denotes the standard basis of U2n, an orthonormal basis of
L2(§\ U2") is given by
{uki(t) = exp(2jrAx/)e,| k e Z, i = 1, ..., In),
where / is the skew-symmetric matrix defined in (5). Every z e L2(S\ U2") has
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the Fourier coefficients
In
Zk = yZ(uki,z)2eieM2", iorkel,
and is represented by the Fourier expansion
z(0 = 2 2 ("*» z)2uki{t) = 2 exp(2izktJ)zk
keZi=\ keZ
for almost every / € §' . The L2-scalar product can be expressed by
(z, w)2= 2 (zk, wk)-
keZ
Using the Fourier expansion we introduce the following Sobolev space:
\ Uz") = \ze L2(§\ IR2")
keZ
which is a Hilbert space with the inner product
(z, w)= (z0) w0) +2JT 2 | ^ | (zk> wk)
keZ
and corresponding norm ||z|| = V(z, z).
In the following we will abbreviate W := W^2(Sl, U2"). There is an orthogonal
decomposition W = W+ 0 W ~ © W° into closed subspaces according to the
subscript k > 0, k < 0, k = 0. By P+, P~, P0 we denote the orthogonal projectors
on W+, W~, W°.
Now define a differential operator L: dom(L) c L2(§', R2")-^L2(§1, (R2") on
the domain of definition
dom(L) = \ze L2(§', 1R2")
by
<
:= -J — z(t) = 2 2 ^ exp(2jzktJ)zk
dt
 kez
for almost every feS 1 . Note that dom(L) coincides with the Sobolev space
W1>2(§\ IR2") considered as a linear subspace of L2(§\ R2"). We list some
properties of L, which are easily verified.
LEMMA 1. (i) The operator L is densely defined in L2(§\ U2n), and L is
self-adjoint on dom(L).
(ii) The kernel of L consists of the constant loops, and hence dim ker(L) = 2n.
(iii) The range of L consists of all those loops which have mean value zero, that
is,
ran(L) = {z e L2(§\ U2n)\ z0 = 0}.
(iv) The spectrum of L is o(L) = opp{L) = 2JTZ. In particular, each uki is an
eigenvector of L corresponding to the eigenvalue 2nk.
Note that dom(L) is dense in W with respect to the norm on W. In fact, W is
the form-domain of the operator L, and it is readily verified by direct
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computation that we have the identity
((P+ - P ~ ) z , w) = ( L z , w)2 i f z , w e d o m ( L ) .
From now on let j e Z" be a fixed rotation vector. We define
e(t):=(jt, 0)eOr xDT.
Let H be the Hamiltonian as introduced above. Then we define the functional
cp: W^R by
(13) <p(z):= H(z(t) + e(t),t)dt.
Jo
From our assumptions (8) it is seen that VH(x, y, t) is asymptotically linear with
respect to y. This hypothesis implies at most linear growth for the gradient V// in
each fibre, that is, there exist constants c , , c 2 >0 such that \VH{x, y, t)\ *s
c\ + C2l.y| uniformly in x and t. Moreover V// is continuous. These assumptions
are sufficient to prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. The functional q>: W-*U defined in (13) is in Cl(W, R), and
moreover the derivative of q) is represented by
dq)(z)w = I (V//(z + e, t), w) dt for z, w e W.
Jo
For a proof we refer to Rabinowitz [30, Proposition B 37]. The corresponding
gradient q)': W^> W, defined by
(q)'(z), w) = dq>(z)w for all w e W,
is a compact map. This fact is crucial for our purpose; for a proof see Rabinowitz
[30, Proposition B 37].
Recall the matrix A(t) from (9), (10) and define a symmetric matrix
I ^eM{2nx2n-U)-
Define a symmetric bounded linear operator Q e J£(L2(§\ U2")) by
(Qz)(t):=Q(t)z(t).
Then there exists a unique symmetric operator K e 58{W), defined by
(Kz, w):=(Qz, w)2= I (Q{t)z(t), w(t)) dt.
Using the compactness of the embedding wi i 2 (§ \ (R2n)-» L 2 (§\ IR2"), one shows
the following lemma.
LEMMA 3. The operator K e S£(W) is compact.
Hence the operator P+ — P~ - K is a bounded symmetric linear operator on
W. As K is compact, it is a relatively compact perturbation of P+ — P~, and
therefore the essential spectrum remains unchanged under the perturbation; see
Weidmann [35, Satz 9.9]. Therefore we have
oess(P+ -P~-K) = oess(P+ - P~) = {-1, +1}.
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Consequently, if A e o(P+ — P~ — K)\{ — 1, + 1} then A is an isolated eigenvalue of
finite multiplicity, and —1,-1-1 are the only possible accumulation points of the
spectrum o(P+ — P~ — K). Having the perturbation involved, we find the identity
((P+ - P~ - K)z, w) = ((L - Q)z, w)2 if 2, »v e dom(L).
Since Q is a bounded symmetric perturbation of L, a well-known theorem by
Kato and Rellich states that L — Q is self-adjoint on dom(L - Q) = dom(L).
In the following we shall write
T
 := P+ - P~ - K.
We shall make crucial use of the following property of T.
LEMMA 4. We have
ker(T) = {zeW\ z{t) = (x(t), y(t)) eWxR" with x = const., y = 0}.
Moreover, T is Fredholm with index(T) = 0, and we have ran(T) =
In order to include the case of a non-exact Hamiltonian vector field of the form
(11), we note that the vanishing mean value of/, implies that / e ran(L — Q),
which is seen by elementary calculations. In particular, we then have
(14) f (f(t), 2(0) dt = (/, z)2 = ((L - Q)w, 2)2 = {Tw, 2).
Finally we have to consider the contribution inherited from the rotation vector.
Let j e 1" be fixed and e(t) = (jt, 0) e R" x Un. Then we define
Obviously, we have the identity
(15) [ (Vj,z)dt = (vj,z)2=(vj,zo) = (vj,z) for z e W.
Combining the contributions from (14) and (15), we define a continuous linear
function (v, •): W-+U by
(v, z) := (vj - Tw, z) = f (-Je -f(t), z{t)) dt.
A)
Now we define the action functional O on W by
where
:= cp(z) - i(Kz, z) = \ {H(z + e,t)-±{Qz,z)} dt.
It follows from the properties of q> and K that cp e C\W, U) and that moreover
$': W-+ W is compact. Therefore 3> e Cl(W, U) and
dQ>{z)w = (Tz, w) - dcp{z)w + (v, w) for w eW.
For the corresponding gradient we have accordingly
(0>'(z), w) = (Tz - q)'(z) + v, w) for weW.
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The function 4>: W—*U extends the classical action functional defined on
W12-loops by
O(z) = ( {i(-Jz,z)-H(z+e,t)+(vj-f(t),z)}dt
The setup on the Sobolev space W^'^S1, U2n) permits a variational charac-
terization of the required periodic solutions. Using standard regularity arguments,
one sees that the critical points of <I> on W are precisely the classical periodic
solutions we are looking for:
LEMMA 5. The point 2 eW is a critical point of <l> if and only if z e C'(S', U2")
and z is a \-periodic solution of
-Jz = VH(z + e,t)+f(t)-vi.
The periodicity of the Hamiltonian H with respect to x implies the invariance of
<J> and <I>' under a free action of the group I" on W which is defined as follows.
Identify g = (g,, ..., gn) eZ" with (glf ..., gn, 0, ..., 0) e R2", which can be con-
sidered as a constant loop, that is, an element of W. Now define the group
action by
g • z := z + g for z e W.
Then <$>(g • z) = <I>(z) and <&'(g • z) = O'(z). Passing to the quotient we obtain
where E = ker(7")x = W/ker(T). We will consider E equipped with the scalar
product induced from the inner product on W. In particular, because of the
Z"-invariance, we can consider <l> as an element of C\E x T", U).
Subsequently we shall make crucial use of the fact that there exists a splitting
W = E+®E~®E° = :E®Ei)
into closed orthogonal subspaces E+, E~, E° according to the positive, the
negative, and the zero eigenspaces of the operator T.
The variational setup described up to now is suited for periodic solutions
having the period p = l, that is, they have the same periodicity as the
Hamiltonian H. These solutions are usually called forced oscillations; they
correspond to the /-solutions of Theorem 1. In order to establish the existence of
jlp-solutions with j e Z" and p e N relatively prime we define ep(t) := {p~xjt, 0) e
IR" x U", and we have to consider the action functional
%(*)• = - f {J<-/i, z)-H(z+ep, t)+(-Jep -f(t), z)} dtP Jo
on the loop space WU2(U/pZ, IR2"). The variational formulation on the Sobolev
space W^2(U/pZ, U2") can then be carried out in a way analogous to the case
p = \.
7. Finite-dimensional approximation and A-properness
We introduce a Galerkin approximation scheme to obtain a finite-dimensional
reduction. Recall the orthogonal splitting W = E+ © E~ 0 E{) according to the
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positive, negative, and zero eigenspaces of the operator T = P+ — P~ — K. In E+
and in E~ we choose orthonormal bases consisting of eigenvectors of T:
M i e Z + } c £ + and {u,\ i e Z " } c £ -
Define the finite-dimensional subspaces Ek of E = E+ 0 E~ by
Ek :=span{w,| 0<|/|=s&}, for k — 1, 2, ... .
By P* we denote the corresponding orthogonal projectors Pk: £ 0 £°—» £* 0 £°.
Note that the projection scheme (£* 0 £°, Pk) is projectionally complete,
that is, Pku—>u as k—>°° for every u G £ 0 E(). We define the functionals
<&k: £* 0 £°-» U by restriction:
&k(u) = <D(M) for « e £ , 0 £°.
The gradient of <Pk is given by
<f>'k(u) = PkW(u) = Tu- Pkq>'(u) + v for u e Ek 0 £°.
The action functional <J> turns out to be sufficiently well suited for approximation
with respect to the projection scheme (Ek 0 £°, Pk). The next lemma shows that
the gradient <t>' considered on £ x T " is an A-proper map in the sense of F.
Browder and V. I. Petryshin; see for example, [9].
LEMMA 6. Every bounded sequence ukj e Ek. 0 E° which satisfies
®'k,(uki) —>u* as / —*• oo
for some u* e E 0 E°, contains a subsequence which is convergent in E x (E°/Zn).
Moreover, if ukj e Ek. ©E° satisfies <&'k.(uk.)-*u* e E 0 E° and u t . - ) « e £ © £°,
then O'(M) = M*.
Proof. Let uk. e Ek. 0 El) be a bounded sequence in £ © E ° satisfying
Tuk. — Pk.(p' (uk.) + v -* u * as / —*• 0°.
Since q>' is a compact map, we may assume that (p'(«*.)—»• »v e £ 0 £°. Then
I I ^ ' K ) " w|| ^ \\Pki\\ W{uk) - w\\ + \\Pkiw - w\\
and the right-hand side tends to zero as /—»°°. Consequently,
Tuk. = T(uk. + uk)^>u* + w — v e £ 0 E° as i—> oo.
Recall that 7 is Fredholm with index(7) = 0 and ker(7) = ran(r)-1 = £°. In
particular, the range of T is closed and it follows that u* + w - v e ran(T).
Moreover, T\E+®E- is a linear isomorphism of £ + 0 E~. Thus we have
< + "*;-> T~\u* + w - v) € £ + 0 £~ as /-> oo,
and consequently uk.^>u+ e E+ and uk.-*u~ e E~. In view of the Z"-invariance
of O^ we can assume that u°k. e E° is bounded, hence u".—>• M° e £° along a
subsequence, and so we have finally singled out a convergent subsequence of the
bounded sequence ukj.
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It remains to prove the second statement of Lemma 6. Let w e E © E° be
arbitrarily chosen. Assume that uk.—>ueE(BE°, uk. e Ek. ©E°, ®kj(uk.)—>u* as
/—»°°. Then we have
(<D'(w), w) = Jim {(*' («O, " - Pkw) + (Pki<t>'(uki), Pkw)}
= lim (&k.(uk.), wk.) = (u*, w).
Therefore 4>'(M) = u*, as claimed. This finishes the proof of Lemma 6.
We shall write O('*) and E{k) meaning either O' or &k and E or Ek respectively.
By the same arguments as those used in the proof of Lemma 6 we obtain the
following lemma.
LEMMA 7. Every bounded sequence u, e E^ 0 E° which satisfies
for some u* e £ © E®k)) contains a subsequence which converges in E^ X (£°/Z").
As a side remark we point out that the assertions of the above Lemmata 6 and
7 still hold true if the hypothesis of boundedness on the considered sequences is
omitted. This means that O satisfies a strong form of A-properness, and in
particular the gradients <P'(k): E{k) x IF1—> E(k) ® £° are proper mappings.
However, the subsequent a priori estimates for critical points will give us the
desired boundedness.
8. A priori estimates for critical points and isolating neighbourhoods
In the following let <P(k) and E(k) denote either <J> or <Pk and E or Ek
respectively.
LEMMA 8. (i) There exists R>0 such that the critical points of <P are contained
in
B = D+ xD~ XT"
w/iereD± = {w±G£±| | | M ± | | ^ / ? } .
(ii) The critical points of Q>k are contained in
Bk = DtxDkx J"
where Dt = D± H Ek.
(iii) If b >0 is given, then in addition R>0 can be chosen such that
\\*tk)(u)\\&b
for all u e (£<*) X J")\B{k).
Proof. Recall that the restriction of the operator T to E+ © E is a linear
automorphism. Hence there exists A>0 such that (Tu+, M+)2= A ||M + ||2 for all
u
+
 e E*k), and such that (Tu~, u~) =ss -A ||w~||2 for u~ e E[k).
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We consider u = u+ + u~ + w°e Efk) ® E^k) 0 E° such that | |a"| | ^ ||w+|l + r
with a fixed constant r 3s 0. For these u we have
(<P[k)(u),u+)^k\\u+\\2-f (VH(u + e,t)-Q(t)u,u + )dt + (v,u+)
Jo
s* A ||W + ||2 - [ \VH{u + e,t)- Q{t)u\ \u+\ dt - \\v\\ \\u + \\
where we have used the asymptotic condition
\9xH(x, y, 01 + \dyH(x, y, t) - A(t)y\ ^ c,(e) + s \y\.
We choose 0 < e<^A. Then for w + ^ 0 w e find that
(16) ||*('*)(M)II 5* (A - 2c) | |«+ | | - c2(e, r) if ||M-|| ^ ||M+|| + r.
By a similar estimate it follows, in the case where u~ =£0, that
(17) | |*{*)(M)| | ^ (A - 2e) \\u~\\ - c2(s, r) if ||W+|| ^ ||M-|| + r.
Now choose some large R > 0 such that the right-hand sides of the inequalities
(16) and (17) are positive for ||w+|| ^R and | |«~|| ^R respectively.
Consider now the case that the gradient 4>' is Lipschitz-continuous. Then it
follows that &'k is also Lipschitz for every k, and we can consider the
corresponding negative gradient flow (w, t)*-^u • t on E(k) x T":
d_
~dt- ( « - 0 =-*<*) («-0-
Note that this flow is globally defined for all t e U, since ||4>'|| is linearly bounded
in the fibres. For this situation we conclude from Lemma 8 that the following
lemma holds.
LEMMA 9. Let 5(Ar) c Eik) x T" denote the invariant set consisting of the critical
points of ®(k) together with their connecting orbits under the flow of — <&[k). If
R > 0 in Lemma 8 is chosen sufficiently large, then
Moreover, the compact set Bk is an isolating neighbourhood for the compact
invariant set Sk, having the entrance set
(18) Bt:=dDtxDkxJn,
and the corresponding exit set
(19) B-k:=D+kxdD-kxln.
Proof. Let c 2= 0 be fixed. Choosing 0 < e < 2A, we conclude from the proof of
Lemma 8 that, for sufficiently large R > 0,
(20) (&(k)(u), u+)>c where u = u+ + u~ + u°,
satisfying ||w~|| ^ | |« + | | + r and ||w+|| ^ R.
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By a similar argument we find that
(21) (-<P[k)(u), u~)>c where u = u+ + u~ + u°,
satisfying ||u + || ^ | |u"|| + r and ||w~|| ^ R.
This shows that the set {ueE{k)xJ"\ \\u~\\ s= R, \\u + \\ < ||u~||} is positively
invariant under the flow of — <£(*). If S{k)^0, the orbit of u eSik) cannot leave
B(k) through B^k) in a positive direction, since its positive limit has to be a critical
point of O(^), being contained in B(k).
Similarly, we find that {ueE(k)xJ"\ \\u + \\ ^R, \\u~\\ =£ ||u + ||} is negatively
invariant under the flow of -^[k), and therefore it follows that S{k)<=B(k). In
particular, if ||« + | | = / ? and ||w~||<7?, then the inequality (20) shows that the
vector <K(u) points into the exterior of Bk. If ||w~|l = R and | |M+| | <R, then the
vector -<3>[k)(u) points into the exterior of B(k) by (21).
So far it would have been sufficient to choose the numbers c = r = 0 in the
proofs of Lemmata 8 and 9. However, for a gradient-like vector field Vk for <J>*
we shall require that the flow of —Vk admits an isolating block Bk with entrance
set (18) and exit set (19). For this reason we shall use the slightly stronger
estimates established above. This construction will be carried out at the end of
the next paragraph.
9. Proof of Theorem 6
We now come to the existence proof of critical points of the action functional
<l>. The proof will be carried out for the case that the gradient O' generates a
flow.
PROPOSITION 2. Let <I> e C\E x T", U) be the action functional defined by
Assume that the gradient <$' generates a unique flow on E x T". Then 4> has at
least n + 1 critical points. In particular, if $ has only finitely many critical values
c , < . . . <cm, and if
Kj:={ueExJn\ <D(«) =
 Cj, <D'(a) = 0}, for j = 1, ..., m,
denotes the critical set at the level cjf then
m
2 catExT»(Ky) ^ cuplength(T") + 1.
7 = 1
Proof, (i) If the action functional 4> has infinitely many critical values then
there exist infinitely many critical points, and we have already finished.
(ii) Suppose there exist finitely many critical levels of 3> denoted by c, < . . . <
cm. Since the mapping 4>': E x T" —»E x E° is proper by Lemmata 7 and 8, the
critical set of 4> is compact. Consequently each of the components Kj is compact.
By the continuity property of cat there exists <5 > 0 such that
(22) c j
where N6(Kj) denotes the closed ^-neighbourhood of
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Fix e > 0 such that Cj-\- £<ci+x — £ for y = 1, ...,m — 1. According to this
choice of e we can assume that, in addition, 6 is chosen such that, for
y = l, ..., m,
(23) Cj:- i: < 4 > ( w ) < Cj: + £ H u e N6(Kj).
In particular, for this choice of 6 the sets Nd(Kj) are mutually disjoint.
As an immediate consequence of the Lemmata 6 and 8 we conclude that the
following lemma holds.
LEMMA 10. Let K := Kx U ... U Km denote the critical set of O. If d>0 is given,
then there exist kx(S) e N and ft > 0 depending on 6, such that
WMW ^P fork>kx(S) and uk e Wk\NM(K).
Subsequently we shall always assume that <5 is chosen such that the conditions
(22) and (23) are satisfied.
If k 5= k,((5) then the critical points of &k are contained in a ^-neighbourhood
of the critical set K of 4>. In particular, for every critical point u of <J>* there exists
exactly one critical value cy of 4> such that |O^(a) - cy| < e. For k^kx{6) and
j = 1, ..., m, we define the following subsets of £ ^ x T " :
')S?:=\ueEkxT" lim u • T e N6
where u • x denotes the flow of -4>* on EkxT", that is,
— (u • T) = - < K ( M • T).dx
Thus Sj consists precisely of the critical points of Q>k contained in Ns(Kj) together
with the connecting orbits of these critical points.
LEMMA 11. Suppose that 6>0 is chosen such that (22) and (23) hold. There
exists k0 e N, depending on 6, such that for all k^kQ we have
(24) Sf^N6(Kj), forj = l,...,m.
Proof. By the choice of e, 6, we have cat£xTn(N6(/Cy)) = cat£xTn(A!/), and
\ ( ) \ f N ( K )
Let f}>0 and kx(S) be the 6-depending constants from Lemma 10. Now
choose e > 0 such that e<min{e, sP&}- According to this choice of e we can
find 0<60^S such that \4>k(u)-Cj\<e if k^kx(60) and u eN6o,4(Kj).
Corresponding to this 6Q there exists by Lemma 10 an integer kx(S()) such that for
k^kx(S0) the critical points of ®k have to be contained in N6l)/4(K). We define
ko:=mzx{kx(d), kx(60)}.
Consider now a point ue Ekx Jn\N6(Kj) which satisfies |<£*(«) - cy| < e. In a
way similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we conclude that the orbit of this point u
cannot enter N6/2(Kj) z> Ndo/4(Kj) in a positive direction without having passed the
level Cj — £, which shows that u^S*. Hence the assertion of the lemma follows.
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Recall the isolating block Bk defined in Lemma 9:
Bk = Dt x Dk xT" c Et x Ek x T"
where Dt = {«* e E$\ \\u*\\ =s fl} for some 7? > 0 independent of A:.
We denote by 5* the maximal invariant set of the flow of —<&'k which is
contained in the isolating block Bk:
S*: = {ueEk xj"\ u • x e Bk for all r e lR} .
In particular, the invariant set 5* is compact, and as a corollary of Lemma 11 we
obtain another lemma.
LEMMA 12. For k 3= k{) the invariant sets Sk constitute a Morse decomposition of
Sk. Moreover, (5f, ..., ££,) is an admissible ordering of the Morse decomposition.
Now Proposition 1 comes in. For the present situation it reads as follows.
LEMMA 13. For k ^  k() we have
m
(25) cat£tX-p(S*)^2cat£tXT.(S;).
7 = 1
Summarizing the steps of the proof of Proposition 2 which we have completed
so far, we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 1. For k 5= k() we have
m
cat^xTn(S*) ^  2 cat£xT-(My).
y=i
Proof. Note that 5* cEkxJn and Ek x T" is a retract of £ x T " for every
k e Z+. Consequently
(26) catEkXTn(Sj) = c }
By the monotonicity of cat, (24) yields
(27) ca t E x T n (S ; ) ^ c a t j
Using the relations (22), (25), (26) and (27), we have for k ^ k0>
y = l y = l y = l
w
 (25)( 6 ) 2 ( ; )7 = 1
It therefore remains to relate the category of Sk to the cuplength of T":
PROPOSITION 3. For k e N let Sk c E x T" denote the maximal invariant set of the
flow of —<£>'k which is contained in the isolating block Bk = Dk x Dk x T", where
Dt = {«* e Et\ Hw*!! ^  R} for some R>0 according to Lemma 8. Then
jn(Sk) ^ cuplength(T") + 1.
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Proof. We assume, by contradiction, that cat£tXT..(.S*)!^cuplength(T'1) = n. In
the following we shall abbreviate / := catEtXT«(,S*).
By definition of the isolating block Bk, the compact invariant set Sw is
contained in the interior intZ?*. Also note that Bk is a retract of Ek xT", and
hence it follows that
Using the continuity property of cat, we can find an open neighbourhood N of
5* in Bk such that
catBk(N) = catBk(Sk) and N cz int Bk.
(a) First we consider the case / 5= 1, which in particular implies that Sk =£ 0 . By
definition of cat there exist / closed subsets A] a Bk such that A] is contractible in
Bk and N = A[U ... UAj. We note that A- C\S+=t0 and A] C\Bk=0.
Now consider the maximal positively invariant subset contained in Bk:
S+:={ueBk\ u teBk for alW^O}.
We shall use the / covering sets A] and the flow to construct a covering of 5 + by /
closed contractible sets having empty intersection with the exit set of Bk. Recall
the entrance set Bk and the exit set Bk of the isolating block Bk, given by
Bt = dDt xDkxJncz 9Bk,
Bk=Dt* dDk xT"c dBk.
Observe that dBk = Bk U Bk. For u e S+ we define the real number T+(U) by
T+(w):=inf{relR| u • s e N for all s ^ r}.
We set
T + :=SUP(T + (M) | ueS+}.
The compactness of S+ cz Bk yields z+ < °°, and we conclude that
Now Aj • {~x+)<zzEk x T" is a closed subset which is contractible in EkxJn.
Note that A} DSk*0, and A] • ( - r + ) n Bk = 0 . Now we define
Ar = A'r{-x+)C\Bk for; = 1, ...,/.
Then Aj c Bk is closed and contractible in Bk, and
S+c/4,U... UA, = N -(-T+)nBk.
Clearly, Aj nSk*0, and Aj HBk=0 for all j = 1, ..., /. All of Bk that is not
covered by the Aj can be retracted to the exit set Bk as follows.
LEMMA 14. There exists a closed set A satisfying Bk a A a Bk, such that Bk is a
strong deformation retract of A, and such that AUAtU ... U A, = Bk.
Proof Let N+:=N -(-T+) be the open neighbourhood of S+ in EkxJ"
determined above. Then for every u e Bk\N+ there exists a unique t+(u) 2=0 such
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that u • t+(u)eBk. Since Bk\N+ is compact, t+ : = sup{r+(u)| ueBk\N+}<o°.
Consider
BZ:={x-t\ xeBk,t^0}.
Observe that B% is closed in EkxJ", and Bk°C\Bk = Bk by the proof of Lemma
9. Now we define the closed subset of Bk:
A:=(B:-(-t+))nBk.
By construction, A U A, U ... U A, = Bk.
It follows from Wazewski's principle (cf. Conley [5, p. 24]) that Bk is a strong
deformation retract of A. The homotopy r: Ax[0, 1]—>A which retracts A to
Bk is defined as follows. For u eA, let t+(u) 2s0 be the exit time of u as defined
above. Then define r{u, s):= u • st+(u).
In the following H* and H* will denote singular cohomology and homology
with integer coefficients respectively.
LEMMA 15. (i) The injections i: {Bk,<Zi)-*{Bk, Aj) for y = l , . . . , / induce
homomorphisms
which are surjective for * 2= 1.
(ii) The injection g: (Bk, Bk)—>(Bk, A) induces isomorphisms in relative
cohomology
g*: H*(Bk,A)^H*(Bk,Bk).
Proof, (i) Let i: Aj-*Bk denote the inclusion map. Since Aj is contractible in
Bk, the inclusion i is homotopic to a constant map
i — L0: Aj—> Bk, LO(U) = u0 for all u e Aj,
and hence we have i* = i(f: H*(Bk)^>H*{Aj).
We denote by y the map from Aj to {w0}. Let p: {M()}—»Bk be the inclusion.
We have a commutative diagram:
H*(Bk) - ^ //*({«„})
Since //*({«„}) = 0 for * > 0, we find that y* = 0, and by the commutativity of the
diagram, L* = 0. Consider the exact cohomology sequence
Now (i) follows from i* = 0 and the exactness of the sequence.
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(ii) Consider the commutative diagram
H \Dk) *• " \Dk)
H*~\A) —?-* H*-\B~k)
I6* \6*
- ^ H*{Bk,A) - C //*(B*, B*) -^ -> tf*04, »*) - ^
k .. li*
//•(Bt) ld* > /f*(B*)
n
H*{A)
I
Observe that the long horizontal line is the exact cohomology sequence of the
triple (Bk, A, Bk). The vertical lines are the exact cohomology sequences of the
pairs (Bk, A) and (Bk, Bk) respectively. Note that Bk is a strong deformation
retract of A, and hence the inclusion /: Bk^>A induces an isomorphism
i*: H*(A)-*H*(Bk). Since /* and id* are isomorphisms, it follows by the Five
Lemma that g* is an isomorphism, as claimed.
After these preparations we are ready to establish the argument which
contradicts the assumption that / ^ n.
Observe that {0} x Dk x Tn is a strong deformation retract of Bk, and
{0} x {0} x T" is a strong deformation retract of Bk. Consequently, we have
isomorphisms which commute with the cup-product
H*(Bk) = H*{Dk x T") = //*(¥")
and
H*{Bk, Bk) = H*{D~k x T", dDk x T").
Since cuplength(T") = cuplength(Z)^" X T"), there exist cohomology classes
coj e H«{Dk x T"), for j = 1, ..., n, qt & 1,
such that (ox U ... U (on #0 . In particular, if / < n, we consider the first / factors of
this cup-product only. Of course the cup-product cu, U... U (W/T^O. Let q : =
qi + ... + qt. Consequently there exists a homology class a e Hq(Dk x T") such
that
(28) <«, U...U w,, a) =£0,
where (•, •> denotes the duality pairing
H*(Dk x T ) x H^Dk x T")-* Z.
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Recall that dim Ek = k. Let | e Hn+k(Dk x I", 3Dk x T") denote the fundamen-
tal class. By Lefschetz duality there is an isomorphism given by the cap-product
Hn+k-"(Dt x T , dDk x J")—l>Hq{Dk x T").
Hence there exists <D0 G Hn+k~q(Dk x T", dDk x TT) such that a = co0 D f, and
we have
(co, U... U (0,, tf) = (ft), U... U o)h cooC\ | )
= (<w0Uft>,U... Ufi)/, £).
We claim that co()U w, U ... U cu, = 0. Consider the commutative diagram
Hn+k-q(Bk, A) -i-> Hn+k-q(Bk> B;) £—* Hn+k-q(D; x T", 3 D ; x T")
,A,) : > H«'{Bk) * H«(D; xT»)
H"+k(Bk, Bk) > Hn+k(Bk, Bk) — > Hn+k{Dk x J", dDk x T")
Here /*: H*{Bk, Aj)—* H*(Bk) denotes the surjective homomorphism from
Lemma 15(i), and g*: H*(Bk, A)^>H*(Bk, Bk) is the isomorphism from Lemma
15(ii). Let r: [0, l]xBk—>Bk denote the deformation retract from Bk to
Dk x J", and let r* and p* be the isomorphisms
I . n \uk A u i—* n \Dkjy
p*: H*(Dk x J", dDk x T")-^H*(Bk, B~k),
induced by r(l, •): Bk^>Dk xT". For y = l, ... ,/, we can find cohomology
classes ft>; e Hq>(Bk, Aj) such that
0). — yr ° L )\(Oj) t tl \Uk X II j .
Similarly we define
<I)0:=(g*-i<>p*)(a)())eHn+k-q(Bk,A).
Consequently we have
fti0 U ft), U ... U ft), e Hn+k(Bk, A LM, U ... UA,) = Hn+k(Bk, Bk) = {0},
and therefore the cup-product vanishes. By the commutativity of the above
diagram then also ft>0U <o, U ... U w, = 0, which contradicts (28).
(b) We still have to consider the case / = 0. Then Sk - 0 and consequently
S+ = 0 , which by Wazewski's principle implies that Bk is a strong deformation
retract of Bk. Consequently we can choose A = Bk in the above proof, and
therefore we have
H*(Bk, Bk) ^H*(Bk> Bk) = H*{D~k x J", dDk x I"),
which is obviously a contradiction. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.
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(iii) Assuming finally that O has no critical values at all, we conclude by the
A-properness of O with respect to the Galerkin approximation scheme that there
has to be a koeZ+ such that for k^kQ the functions <&k have no critical points.
This, however, contradicts Proposition 3, and the proof of Proposition 2 is
complete.
Finally we consider the case that the action functional 4>: ExTn-+M is not
Lipschitz-continuous. Then we have to ensure that for k sufficiently large there
exists an appropriate gradient-like vector field Vk for <&k. Observe that in contrast
to the situation considered in Theorem 2, the function <S>k is not known to have at
most finitely many critical values. However, the assumption on 3> to have only
the critical values cx<... <cm, together with the approximation properties is
sufficient.
Recall the choice of e and 6 in (22) and (23); that is, we have |3>(u) — cy| < e if
ueN6(Kj), and catExjn(Kj) = caitE><ijn(N8(Kj)) for y = l, ...,m. Also recall
constants /? and k^d) determined in Lemma 10. As in the proof of Lemma 11, fix
e<min{e, ifid}, and choose 60 such that |O* — cy| < £ for k^ki(d0) and
u eN6i)/4(Kj) for all j . It can be supposed that A:t(60) ^  kx{6). Finally we
abbreviate ko:= fc,(<50). In particular, if k^k0 the critical points of <J>* are
contained in NS()/4(K).
Now we define a |60-pseudo gradient vector field for &k for a fixed k^k()
according to the following conditions.
(i) For uoeEkx J" there exists r™ such that
||2*;(uo)ll*£2||*;(iO|| if ueB{uo,r$).
(ii) If <P'k(u0) # 0 then there exists r j j such that
(i*M«o), *M«0) > II<K(«)II2 if u 6 B(u0, r%).
We denote u = (u+ + u~, u°) e {Et ©E k ) x T".
(iii) If (<J>Uu0), " 0 ) ^ 0 then there exists < > 0 such that
l(i*;(*i0), u+) - (*;(«), «+)i *i i(*;(u), u+)\
if u e B(uQ, /•;,).
(iv) If (®'k(u0), Wo) =^0 then there exists r~,>0 such that
|(1<D;K), u-) - (4>k(u), u~)\ * I l(*i(M), «")l
if w e B(w0, r~).
Here fl(«0» r)<^Ekx J" denotes the open r-ball in Ek x T" around u0. We
define QU():=min{ld0, r(ul0\ r™, r^, r'} for all uQeEkxJn. The i<50-pseudo
gradient vector field Vk can be defined similarly to that in the proof of Theorem 2.
By the paracompactness of Ek x T", we can choose a locally finite subcover
{B(UJ, gu)\ iel} a {B(u, gu)\ ueEkx J"}. In view of the conditions (iii) and
(iv), the flow of —Vk admits the desired isolating block. We claim that the
following conditions hold true. There exists R' > 0 such that
(29) (-Vk(u),u+)<0
if \\u+\\^R' and ||u+|| ^ | | i r | | , and
(30) (-Vk(u),u-)>0
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We shall prove (29). Choose r := \d0. Fix an arbitrary constant c > 0 , and let
R > 0 be such that (20) holds for this choice of c and r. Now consider
u = (u+ + u~, u°) e (Et ® E^) xT" satisfying \\u+\\ ^ R + id() and | |«-| | ^ ||u+||.
Let {xpj\ i e 1} be a Lipschitz-continuous partition of the unity subordinated to
the above subcover. Then
where /„:={/ e / | ME #(«,, gu)} is a finite subset. Consequently ||« - w,|| ^  £<5()
by the definition of gu.. Hence it follows that ||w,+ || ^R and ||M("II ^ ll",+ ll + 4<5O,
and consequently, by (20),
{<P'k(ui),uf)>c>0 for islu.
From the above condition (iii) we now conclude that
for all / e /„. Summarizing we finally have
(-Vk(u), u+) ^ -W(W), u+) + 2 V/(«) K i ^ W - *'k(u), u+)\
ieJ,,
(€/„
Hence (29) is proved with R' = R +1<50. The inequality (30) is proved similarly,
which finishes the proof of Theorem 6.
Appendix
Let M be a Hausdorff space. We collect some properties of catM:
(i) catM(A) = 1 if and only if the closure A is contractible in M;
(ii) catM(^) = catw(^);
(iii) if A is closed in M then cat^^i) = k if and only if A is the union of k
closed sets each contractible in M;
(iv) cat is monotone, that is, if A c B c M then catM(y4) ^ catAf(5);
(v) cat is subadditive, that is C2XM(A U B) =s catM(/l) + catM(#);
(vi) if A is closed and /i,: A-+M, for 0 *s f =s 1, is a homotopy such that hQ is
the inclusion map of A into M, then catM(hl(A)) ^ catM(A);
(vii) if A,: M^- M, for 0 ^ / «= 1, is a homotopy of M such that /i0 = idM, then
catM(/ii(/l)) ^ catM(y4) for every AcM;
(viii) if h: M^>M is a homeomorphism of M, then catM(/i(/4)) = catM(A) for
every y4 cA/;
(ix) let M be arcwise connected; then catM(,4) = 1 if A =£0 is a finite set;
(x) let M be an absolute neighbourhood retract (ANR); if A=£0 then
catM(>l) = catM(N) for some neighbourhood N of A in M;
(xi) let A/bea metric ANR; if AT ^ 0 is compact then there exists 6 > 0 such
that catM(/Q = cat/W(Ard(A')), where JV^/Q denotes the ^-neighbourhood
of K in M;
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(xii) let A czM czM'; then catM(A) ^catM(A); if M is a retract of M' then
catM(A) = catM(A);
(xiii) let 09fcv4 c M be closed, and suppose catM(v4)<°°; if N is a neighbour-
hood of /I in M such that catM(/V) = caiM{A) = A:, and if A^ U ... LM*. 3
Af is a covering of A/ by closed contractible subsets of M, then
i4y D /I * 0 .
Most of the proofs of these properties can be found in work of R. S. Palais [28]
and K. Deimling [9].
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